VATEL HOTEL & TOURISM BUSINESS SCHOOL

SU Legacy
The legacy of the Chiranjiv Charitable Trust in the realm of higher education University goes back to 1989, when the
foundation of Sushant School of Art and Architecture was laid by Mr. Sushil Ansal, to address the gap in Indian
architectural education. The School was conceived with the objective of combining traditional Indian aesthetics and
modes of urban planning with the needs of a modern cityscape. As the School made a mark in the field of
architectural education under the guiding force of late Fellow of the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation, Padma Shri MM
Rana, the Trust further expanded to establish the Ansal Institute of Technology in the year of 2000 and received
international recognition in the field of research, extension and global collaborations. The Sushant School of Design
was instituted a decade later and in 2012, the ‘Sushant Group of Institutions’ came under the Sushant University,
established through the legislation of the State of Haryana under Haryana Private Universities Act 2006.
Various schools under the University, located in a sprawling campus in the heart of Gurgaon, have carved a niche by
offering the required educational programs and providing the best faculty and facilities to promote academic
excellence. The strengths of the University include firm international collaborations with some of the top Universities
of USA, Canada, UK and France like University of Warwick, Arts of University Bournemouth, Vatel International,
University of West England, Eastern Michigan University, Deakin University, St. Mary's University, ISC Paris, Woodbury
University and University of Gothenburg. The organization has a rich intellectual capital comprising more than 150
highly qualified and experienced faculty from diverse fields. Sushant University has hosted industry stalwarts like the
late MF Hussain, Sonal Mansingh, Joseph Allen Stein, Mario Botta, Sir James Bevan, Sunil Kant Munjal, Hafeez
Contractor, Rajan Anandan, Amitabh Kant, Chetan Bhagat, Raj Jain, Raj Biyani, Raseel Gujral, Ritu Beri and many
more.

SU at a glance
Sushant University was established in 2012 under the Haryana Private Universities Act 2006. Located in the heart of
Gurgaon, India’s largest hub of National and Fortune 500 companies, it has seven schools offering programmes in
Architecture, Planning, Design, Law, Management, Hospitality, Engineering and Health Sciences.
Sushant University was awarded with the National Education Excellence award “Best Private University in Northern
India 2017” along with “CSR Excellence in Education”award for 2 consecutive years i.e. 2017 and 2018. Sushant School
of Art and Architecture at Sushant University is the flagship school which was started in 1989 and has been
consistently ranked No. 1 Private Architecture School in India by the Outlook Magazine.
We are a university with the core ideology of being futuristic and the mission "AHEAD. FOR LIFE". The curriculum
design is guided by inter and trans-disciplinary approach incorporating pedagogies that expand learning
opportunities and ensure achieving higher order learning outcomes.
Various schools under the University have carved a niche by offering contemporary programmes with renowned
faculty acclaimed nationally and internationally, state-of-the-art infrastructure and facilities to promote academic
excellence. The has collaborated with some of the finest Universities and Institutions in USA, Canada, Australia, France
and UK like the University of Warwick, Art University of Bournemouth, University of West England, University of
Westminster, London, The Barlett School of Architecture, UCL and Vatel International, in the areas of Curriculum
Development, Student and Faculty Exchanges, Joint PhD supervisions, joint research conferences, seminars and
study semesters abroad.

Message from The Vice Chancellor
Greetings from Sushant University!
The world around us is constantly changing at an unfathomable pace. With the necessities of business
conglomerates charting an upward trajectory, learned professionals are more relevant than ever, in the global
perspective. Diverse opportunities and innumerable challenges in the current scenario generates huge demand of
professionals who deliver quality performance in the field of their expertise. That’s what we, at Sushant University,
strive to do. We favor the thorough growth of our students by helping them experience both competency-oriented
education and multi-disciplinary orientation, thereby influencing their overall performance.

Sushant University derives both from the corporate environment transpiring around and the best of academia
fosters a community of learners who are socially sound and professionally intellectual. With students, teachers,
and staff being the three prominent pillars of our institution, we implement a research-focused, participative
learning experience that explores innovative practices by engaging diverse group of participants. The university is
committed to develop best physical infrastructure and facilities to create the most conducive ambience for
creation, dissemination of knowledge, and participation in application of knowledge. A large number of national
and international conferences, seminars and workshops organized by the university provides a learning experience
to the students and inculcate leadership and team spirit. In the educational arena, raising the bar with respect to

knowledge and skills is our forte. We believe that collaboration, incubation, and entrepreneurship, shall sow the
seeds of a ‘New India’, and we are willing to play a crucial role in accomplishing the same. In terms of credentials,
the university has a long history of achievements. The most recent being the international collaborations including
collaboration with prestigious Harvard Business School, Establishment of Center for foreign language,
introduction of visiting research/industry mentor and many more. A variety of courses with the aid of technology
integrated pedagogy cater to the dreams, aspirations, and ambitions of today’s youth, which in turn, inspires
creativity and adds to quality, thereby straightening out the competition. While we maintain shared governance
with collaborators, partners, and other shareholders, our state-of-the-art educational solutions are creating
leaders who are building, leading, and sustaining organizations on a global scale. We feel proud to inform that the
SU Alumni have, in the last few years, made a mark for themselves in the Industry by fast track growth in their
careers through sheer performance.

The moment you enroll at Sushant University, you become a part of an evolution that aspires for excellence.

I welcome you to embark on a journey that shall help you explore a world of possibilities that await you. Let us
learn and excel together, in making the world a better place.

Dr. DNS Kumar
Vice Chancellor
Sushant University

SU Advantages
•

International internships across various programmes

•

Industry focussed contemporary curricula with multiple specialisations

•

Merit based scholarships

•

International collaborations with premium global universities for academic and research activities

•

Venture funding for selected projects

•

Additional certifications during the course of study

•

Soft skills training spread over all semesters by industry trainers

•

Contemporary teaching techniques by proficient faculty

•

Located in Gurgaon, India’s Biggest hub of Multi-National Companies

•

Secure hostel facilities within the campus

•

2 Minutes away from the Metro Station

•

Well established centre for Corporate relations for training and placement support

SU Collaborative Ecosystem
Global Education is seen as a response to the challenges of the globalized world. The world is now an interlinked hub
where the events and processes of one country affect other countries, all over the world. In fact, globalization has
posed many new challenges and students want to widen their horizons to access knowledge and find opportunities,
to learn to live with multi-culturalism.
The university has academic collaborations with several international institutions across the globe for student
exchange, joint research and training, faculty exchange, educational tours, joint conferences and Ph.D supervision.

Bank Tie-up
We have a tie up with Axis Bank and ICICI Bank for student education loan facility. For more details, you can visit our
website at: https://ansaluniversity.edu.in/education-loan

FROM THE
DEAN
Dr. Garima Parkash
Vatel Hotel & Tourism Business School

Being one of the oldest trades in the world, the hospitality sector though may have gradually spread its roots in
India over the last four decades, it has, nevertheless, made its presence felt and has emerged as the largest
provider of employment and has earned the status of being one of the biggest foreign exchange earners for the
Indian economy.
Hotels in India have rightly claimed the reputation of not only being listed amongst the best looking properties
in the world but also have been recognized for their personalized, warm and courteous service. The Sanskrit
slogan of Atithi Devo Bhav which obliges us to look upon the customer as a Atithi a Guest, and urges us to accord
to him the prominence of a level no less than a Deity (Dev) is so deeply embedded in us that warmth, cordiality
and friendliness have become the usual ways of life, at work and at home.
Several chefs, sommeliers, bartenders and hotel executives of Indian origin have made a distinguished name for
themselves in the International arena of hospitality and are managing successful enterprises in different
continents of the world. At the academic level, Sushant University’s collaboration with Institut Vatel of France,
declared as the Best Hospitality Management School worldwide consecutively for years is a moment of truth as
it enjoys the only one, single, Vatel School in India.
Just within a matter of four decades the number of hotels and service establishments in our country have grown
more than four hundred times and India now is home to almost all international brands of hotels, motels, resorts,
spas and convention centers. The domestic market of India now presents specialized banqueting, conferencing,
celebrations and destination weddings – all of these are managed by hotel management graduates who, by
virtue of their innovation and love for the trade, put up exceptionally splendid events.
If you have the will, the passion, the desire and an insatiable hunger for innovation and wish to further
revolutionize the trade, the wonderful world of hospitality is one of the most promising domains which can offer
you countless number of opportunities.

I wish you all the best.

USP OF
VHTBS
Academic Excellence
Industry & Academia Integrated
CBCS Curriculum
Trans Disciplinary Learning
French Language Expertise
Student Focused Soft Skill Training
Experiential Learning
Robust Industry Connect
Industry Experienced & Research
Oriented Faculty
Futuristic Infrastructure & Resources
International Internship & Placements
Holistic Student Development

School Overview
The unprecedented growth of tourism in India, especially over the past three decades, has created lucrative
growth opportunities for the hospitality sector which encompasses, besides the different categories of hotels, a
world of allied businesses including travel trade, airlines, airports, railways, adventure tourism, eco-tourism,
medical tourism, cruise and shipping lines.
The growth of business and leisure travel has given rise to domestic and international travel into India, which has
led to a manifold increase in the number of hotels, leading eventually to the ever-growing demand of trained,
skilled and semi-skilled resources within India and overseas.
The Vatel Hotel and Tourism Business School, India, by virtue of its academic collaboration with VATEL – a
renowned international hotel and tourism management institute, has particularly designed its curriculum
oriented towards preparing its students to develop an overall theoretical and practical understanding of the
wide-ranging concepts connected with international hospitality and to be able to eventually apply and adapt
them in real life situations, be it as a hotel manager, as an entrepreneur or as a consultant.
Subscribing ardently to the fact that the majority of learning, especially with regard to that of the hospitality
management subjects is derived from a practical, hands-on experience, we at Vatel India have laid tremendous
importance to the International and domestic internships so as to bring forth for the students a real life exposure

to different hotel operations at a micro level, thus enabling them to deeply understand and to learn customer
behavior in the context of different parts of the world.
Making it possible for the students to regularly visit various hotels and service establishments for special events
and occasions, in which students take a lot of delight and having them attend periodically, specialized lectures
and demonstrations by the hotel managers and experts within the complex of the Vatel School enables them to
imbibe the best and the most contemporary methodologies, approaches and practices being adopted by the
various players in the field of hospitality.
Students’ participation in food carnivals, regional cuisines and their involvement in the celebration of the
different Indian and international cuisine festivals, bakery and mixology competitions at the inter-college levels
further open up their horizons towards this wonderful trade and moulds them into successful, effective and
renowned hoteliers. Besides this, Vatel India promotes the personal talent of these students in acting, singing,
dancing, mimicking and their flair for writing articles and poems and encourages them to put together cultural
shows with exciting themes from time to time. Such extra-curricular activities mould them into being extroverts,
bold, courageous and expressive, the qualities so much inherent in successful hotel managers and entrepreneurs.
The Vatel students, (called les Vateliens in French) by virtue of having undergone, during the progress of their
curriculum a meaningful exposure into soft skills, communication, English and French languages, qualify
themselves to be the most sought-after resources by the various fields of hospitality and get to secure,
well-paying, promising and growth-oriented positions in India and abroad.

Infrastructure
Advance Training Kitchen
Our Advanced Training kitchen “ATK” is Ergonomically designed
&fully equipped with modern day Culinary tech and State of the
art equipment to prepare a delectable meal. 3rd year students of
Vatel Hospitality School learn their gastronomique specializations
in the form of World Cuisine Menus taught by our Experienced
chef Trainers and prepared to a consistently high standard by our
student chefs.

Vatel Epicure Restaurant
The Vatel Hospitality Campus at Ansal University houses a
training restaurant with a seating capacity of 40 guests. Dishes
Executed at our ATK Kitchen are plated, presented and served at
our Epicure Fine Dining Restaurant, an Amalgamation of Modern
themed Design with an undertone of Artistic style furniture. The
students are trained for various service styles, POS Management
systems and service etiquettes.

Basic Training Kitchen
BTK

or

Basic

Training

kitchen

at

School

of

Hospitality

Management is the foundation-Learning kitchen for our student
chefs to master basics of culinary. The menus are more focused on
Fundamental cooking techniques and preparation styles wherein
the 1st Year students learn the nuances of French Culinaria and
Kitchen Hygiene principles with an aim to provide an in-depth
understanding of kitchen operations to our culinary enthusiasts.

Quantity Training Kitchen
To Master a specialized art of Cooking food in large quantities our
2nd year curriculum is aligned towards cooking bulk food wherein
the emphasis is on Regional Cuisines with a special focus on
developing planning, organizing and leading skills is students. Our
Quantity training Kitchen is designed with Heavy equipment with
large food holding and cooking capacities

Front Office Lab
The lab provides Industry linked training to students through
Hands on Exposure of handling Property management system
and

also

provides

Core

competencies

on

Guest

Service

management & interactions. Students of Vatel School at Ansal
University are trained on Hospitality software in order to provide
real time Hospitality exposure to students thus enhancing their
learning abilities. The lab is fully equipped with computers with
front office management systems installed.

Housekeeping Lab
The housekeeping lab at Vatel India is laced with required
cleaning agents, Equipment, adhesives & sample guest supplies
used by star category hotels thus providing an opportunity for
Hospitality

students

to

understand

the

Importance

of

accommodation operations at the hotel. Students undertake
practical sessions on stain removals, making a guest room
managing linen and laundry section of a hotel.

Vatel Café
“Vatel Café” takes its name from our partner Institution and one of
the finest Hospitality Education Provider “Vatel”. The understated
yet extraordinary Appearance of as well as onlookers equally.The
Restaurant reminds you of a French themed restaurants with
rustic our Vatel restaurant spellbinds the learners Wooden chairs
and no fuzz interiors, standing out with its old style charm,
representing the ethos of classical Haute style restaurant that
serves culinary treaties and cursory recipes. Vatel Training
restaurant serves Classical menus prepared by our 1st year
student chefs. Practice sessions on gueridon, platter to plate and
banquet style service provides a 360 degree learning by creating
a real sense of service.

Accreditation & Ranking
The conquest of nurturing excellence in aspiring minds by the Vatel Hotel & Tourism Business School is
approbated by Government recognised bodies when they bestowed many awards to the Institute.
1. In the year 2016 Vatel India acquired 1st position in GHRDC Ranking as the ‘Leading Hotel Management
Institute in Haryana’
2. Vatel Group wins the “Best Hospitality Management School” award in the 17th edition of the Worldwide
Hospitality Awards 2016.

This year Vatel India has applied for some more recognitions like GHRDC 2021 & India Today 2021 rankings are
awaited.

International Internships

Marco Polo
Student Exchange
Programme
Vatel India offers a one of a kind Students
exchange program to the students in their
second

year

of

the

program

where

students get an opportunity to study and
do their internship for one year in any of the
25 campuses of Vatel all over the globe.
• Opportunity to travel outside India for a
complete 1 year.
• Options available in 25+ campuses.
• Study for a semester in any of the Vatel
Campus.
• Get trained in an international Hotel for
the next 6 months.
• No additional Tuition Fees to be incurred
by the student.
• Boarding & lodging options available at
nominal costs.

Summer Internships At Vatel
- Nîmes, France
Nîmes (pronounced as Neem) is a small, quiet and a pretty, tranquil town about 700 kilometers South of Paris,
where Vatel Hotel and Tourism Business School has been established, which, apart from having classrooms,
laboratories, practical and meeting rooms, also has a hostel to accommodate 160 students. This school is
connected wall-to-wall with a 4-Star Vatel hotel, which, besides operating as a regular hotel for the general
public, primarily functions like a training hotel for the students of the hotel school.
The students’ accommodation (individual rooms to all students) is well laid out and comprises of a comfortable
single bed, a well-illuminated study table, free internet, a refrigerator, a micro-wave oven, attached bath with
running hot and cold water, besides having generous luggage storage facilities and a common launderette on the
second floor with automatic washing machines equipped with tumble-dry facility. It is safe to drink water
straight from the bathroom taps.
The dining hall located on the top floor of the school gives a breath-taking view of the city and serves breakfast,
lunch and evening snacks to students and to the faculty members in buffet style at fixed timings. The hostel is
located in a gated complex and a strict control and vigil of the movements of the students is exercised by the
round-the-clock security personnel.
A bus-stop, located but at a 2-minute walk from the School, operates Route No. 2 and Route No. 5 to ferry
passengers down-town, located barely 6 kilometers away from the School. Students take the bus ride to visit
quick-service restaurants or to do shopping at the Carrefour, a famous department store of daily needs. There
are a few restaurants serving Indian, oriental and western cuisines, along with a few cafés for coffee and fast food.

The Vatel Hotel has 84 well-appointed rooms, three restaurants, two banquet halls, meeting rooms and a wellness
spa with the most modern facilities and serves as a Hôtel D’Application for the students for the Vatel Hotel and
Tourism Business School, who get their on-the-job training at the restaurants, the banqueting areas, the various
kitchens, bakery, front office, laundry and at the recreation areas.
Since many years, during the months of June and July the school closes for summer vacations and the regular
students of the school visit their home towns in France or to the countries they belong to. It is during this time
that, in order to fill the gap, students from the other Vatel schools located at different locations of the world are
invited for a dual purpose – that of leaning and of gaining international experience. This exposure is for a period
ranging from 6 to 8 weeks.
The students’ performance is formally assessed on a weekly basis, wherein the department manager or the
supervisor makes a performance appraisal report and sends the same to the training departments of the
concerned schools. This keeps a good check on the students and encourages them to increase their
performance. The students put in no more than 8 hours of work in a day and get two weekly offs. They also get
to earn a certain amount of service charge as tips.
These internships, by virtue of the fact that a lot of useful and a practical exposure is given to the students who,
though holding the status of interns, stand to compensate, more or less, for the regular students of the school.
Their inability to converse fluently in French is taken care of by the regular staff as their direct interaction with
the hotel guests is up to a limited extent.
Undergoing summer internship at the Vatel School at Nîmes is a privilege that most of the students at Vatel India
wish to apply for as, apart from getting valuable international exposure, they get to obtain a certificate which is
recognized the world over and carries tremendous value for placements.

International Students at Campus
Diversity In Education represents a broad range of ideas and initiatives to create learning environments that
are safe, inclusive and equitable for as many identities as possible. At Vatel India we have students from all
over the globe and across the country from a variety of backgrounds and cultures present in the classroom,
students gain a more comprehensive understanding of the subject matter. It also teaches students how to use
their own strengths and points of view to contribute in a diverse working environment.
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Advisory Council
Mr.Manjit Gill is an Indian chef of Punjabi origin. He is currently
serving as the President of the Indian Federation of Culinary
Associations. He was awarded the Escoffier Medal. Chef Manjit Gill is
a highly acclaimed chef with over four decades of excellence in the
culinary profession. Gill has been honoured innumerable times for his
formidable work with restaurant brand creation, icons of Indian
cuisine such as Bukhara, Dumpukht are few. Chef Manjit has been
awarded the Lifetime Achievement Award from India’s Ministry of

Mr. MANJIT SINGH GILL
Corporate Chef - ITC Hotels

Tourism in January 2006 and received the prestigious Paryatan
Ratan (Jewel of Tourism) by Panjab University in March, 2016.

Mr. Jha is a Passionate and accomplished hotelier with more than 27
years of experience in the hospitality industry and a total of 14 years
of experience as General Manager. He is having significant expertise
in the hotel operations, strategy development, marketing &
pre-opening across reputed hotel brands like Inter Continental
Hotels Group, Radisson Hotels Group and Zuri Hotels & Resorts. He
was was recognized with IHG South West Asia Profit Leadership
Award for 2015 & CSA Excellence Award in 2016 from IHG Asia

Mr. SURAJ KUMAR JHA

Middle East Africa. He was awarded with IHG India Middle East

General Manager Crowne Plaza

Africa Leadership Team Recognition in 2018 at the Annual General

IHG, Gurugram

Managers meet in Dubai and IHG South West Asia Holiday Inn
General Manager of the Year award for 2015 along with being
recognized as the Most Admired General Manager of the Year in 2015
by ACEF.

Advisory Council
Mr. Sajid is a B A (Honours) in Economics from Kirori Mal College,
University of Delhi
He has done Three Year Diploma in Hotel Management from the
Institute of Hotel Management, Catering & Nutrition, Pusa, New
Delhi. His work experience includes Vice President of Marketing,
Sarovar Hotels Pvt Ltd , Development, Tricone India Pvt Ltd and a
General Manager of Svelte Personal Suites, Radisson Plaza Resort &
Spa, Country Inn & Suites by Carlson Jaipur.He has won many

MR SAJID MAHMOOD
Hospitality Consultant

accolades and recognitions as Carlson General Manager for the Year
award 2007, Hotel received Carlson Presidents Award” for 2007 &
“Yes I Can” reward for positive approach for 2006.

A dynamic Executive with comprehensive experience of over 30
years of experience in the hospitality sector both in operations,
projects and renovations with a global network in development. Last
assignment was with Intercontinental Hotels Group, South West Asia
as Regional Director of Design and Engineering. Instrumental in
setting up various hotel projects in South West Asia- Pakistan, India,
Nepal, Bangladesh and Colombo to the tune of 33 active projects
and have successfully designed, developed and opened 5 luxury

MR M. MURALIDHARAN

brands in India. Expertise in designing world-class systems and

CEO - NIMBUS Consultancy

implementing processes that will enable the organisation to
consistently meet and enhance customer satisfaction.

Advisory Council
Mr. Sunil Mathur is a seasoned, well-known Business Leader with
deep experience driving hotel performance & brand growth. With
about four decades of expertise, he is a leading strategist in the
industry. A graduate in Economics and Oberoi Hotels alumni, he has
worked with global brands like Sheraton, Choice Hotels, Ramada,
Dusit Thani and with top domestic hospitality giants like ITC & Leela
Hotels. A passionate hotelier, Mr. Mathur is a product of the
prestigious Oberoi Hotel School, later managed the Oberoi

MR SUNIL MATHUR
Hospitality Consultant

Management Training programme and has started the Leela Hotel
Academy as well. His experience across multiple market segments
& asset classes has enabled a complete professional in Mr. Mathur.

SR. Executive VP. & GM at The Imperial has been heading the hotel
operations since June 2009. In his earlier tenure, as the Executive
Assistant Manager from1996-99, he launched The Spice Route,
Patiala Peg & Daniell’s Tavern restaurants and has experience
spanning over 4 decades with other luxury hotel chains like The
Oberoi Hotels and ITC Hotels. His various programs for guests &
associates in his current innings, have taken the hotel to new heights,
creating transformations at each stage. He strongly believes in

MR.VIJAY WAANCHOO

experiential luxury and says ‘It is all about creating a home away

Sr. Executive Vice-President & GM

from home.’ From introducing Namaskar. All his ideas have been

The Imperial

extremely popular amidst global travelers at The Imperial and have
elevated The Imperial experience.

Academic Partnership
Sushant University – erstwhile Ansal University, which was running the School of Hospitality Management as an
independent institute, entered into an academic collaboration with Institut Vatel of France in the year 2015, thereby
associating itself with an international, celebrated name. This collaboration made Sushant University the only
university to have the privilege of representing the Vatel name in the Indian Subcontinent.
Institut. Vatel has 50 hospitality management schools located in Europe, in the Americas, in Asia and in Africa. They
share the same mission: Preparing the younger generations to build their professional futures in the international
hospitality and tourism management industries.
The School of Hospitality management at Sushant University has undergone a total makeover, aligned and
repositioned itself as The Vatel Hotel and Tourism Business School, which makes the school the only Vatel School in
India.
Vatel Schools are dedicated to:
• Teaching management techniques based on two centuries of history in the hospitality industry, based on high-quality
services and customer satisfaction. This includes all cultural aspects of clients, from the country where the hotel is
located to the personnel working in it.
• Conveying the art of French hospitality, recognized all throughout the world as a sign of quality, taste, and excellence.
• Teaching French in all non-French speaking countries where The Vatel Group operates.
Vatel now has 35,000 alumni who are engaged in hospitality operations throughout the world and who are proud to
call themselves Vateliens and are working in the most beautiful hotels in the world.
Roots in France
1981
Vatel opens its first school, Vatel Paris, nearly 40 years ago
1984
Creation of Vatel Lyon, which is now Vatel Group’s head office
1989
Vatel Nimes, the Group’s flagship school, opens
1994
Vatel Bordeaux is inaugurated
2018
Vatel Nantes, the 5th school in France, opens its doors
At the beginning of the 21st century, 20 years after the first Vatel school opened in France,all
international development factors were ready to take flight: The educational concept, based on
the progressive and controlled mixture of theory and professional experience has been
established; it is sustainable and has been introduced in all schools.

Located on four continents, the network of Vatel schools make up the 1st Worldwide Business School Group in
Hospitality and Tourism Management, elected by professionals as the Best Hospitality Management School.
The Vatel Spirit, Life - Long Values
Vatel’s success is based on five pillars. All over the world, our faculty members have learned to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To develop deep ties with their students
To create dynamic learning conditions
To convey their know-how and knowledge
To introduce the concept of proper conduct in all situations
To have close relationships with professionals working in hotel and tourism management positions

Vatel Group’s teaching teams are made up of professors from universities and renowned industry professionals who
have made a name for themselves in their fields.
Vatel India (2015)
THE GATEWAY TO A WORLD OF GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES
Vatel Hotel and Tourism Business School, Sushant University, Gurgaon, is one of the best known Hotel Management
Colleges in India. It offers international opportunities in the fastest growing trade of hospitality. In Europe and all over
the world, Vatel alumni have operational and senior managerial jobs in the most beautiful hotels. They make up a
priceless network for students who are about to graduate, ‘facilitating’ their entrance into the international job market,
thereby making it the Best College for Hotel Management.
The Undergraduate programme in hotel management at School of Hospitality Management, Sushant University is
offered in collaboration with Vatel Hotel and Tourism Business School, that is 1st worldwide Business School Group of
Hospitality and Tourism Management.
Vatel Group has recently been conferred with the “Best Hospitality Management School” award in the 17th edition of
the Worldwide Hospitality Awards held at Paris in November 2016. With the addition of key methods of practical
pedagogy and enhancing the industry relationships, Vatel continues its journey and is growing from strength to
strength.
Academic Collaboration with Roseate Hotels & Resorts
Vatel Hotel & Tourism Business School at Sushant
University – Erstwhile Ansal University, has formalised
an association with Roseate Hotels & Resorts in the
development & delivery of PGDCA programme. The program is based on Integrated Industry-Academia Immersion &
this collaboration will enhance the students’ culinary expertise and will provide desired knowledge, skill & attitude to
the enthusiasts through specially curated experiential learning modules.
Key highlights of the Collaboration
• The students will undergo training (Industry immersion) at any Roseate Property from week 1 of the program
• Roseate will help students in providing career opportunities in the form of Placements
• Joint Certification of Completion of the program from SU & Roseate to the students

Programmes Offered

Bachelor of Hotel Management (BHM)
About the Programme:
The Undergraduate Programme Bachelors in Hotel Management at Vatel Hotel & Tourism Business School, Sushant
University is offered in collaboration with Vatel International, the 1st World-wide Business School Group of Hospitality
and Tourism Management.
Designed with technical inputs from Academic partners, industry experts, extensive in-house research and dialogue
with current industry players, BHM Programme uniquely integrate academic rigor with practical application aimed
towards producing professionals who will not be just effective Leaders, but also dynamic agents of change and
innovation in the hospitality and tourism sectors. The programme provides Hospitality knowledge & skill blended with
the right attitude to succeed in the field of Hotel and Tourism business.
Students who aspire to build careers in the hospitality and tourism sectors are generally required to have an
international and cross-cultural outreach. Keeping this important aspect in mind, Vatel hotel & Tourism Business
School at Sushant university gives to its students the opportunity to spend, under the Marco Polo Programme, the
entire 3rd year of their study in a different Vatel school, located in the different parts of the world. This is being done
with an aim to provide cross- learning exposure to the students in an environment of international hospitality.

Key Information
Name of the programme – BHM
Programme Code - VHTBSU001
Duration of the Programme – 4 Years (8 Semesters)
Total Credits - 200
Work Integrated Learning (Internships)- 2 semesters (II & III Year)
Mode of teaching - English
International languages taught- French (in all semesters)

Highlights of the Programme
• Practical Oriented Curriculum
• Experiential Learning
• 4 Year Tailor Made Programme
• Best In Class Tutorial Rooms & Fully Equipped Lab Infrastructure
• A Dynamic & Priceless Network Of 35,000 Vatelians
• Certified Hospitality Faculty with Rich Industry- Academia Exposure
• Curriculum Aligned with Vatel International Curriculum
• Industry Exposure Internship In 2nd & 3rd Year
• Summer Internship at Vatel Nimes, France
• Curriculum Aligned with Vatel International Curriculum & UGC
• Student Exchange Programme - Opportunity to Undergo A Full Semester Under Marco Polo Programme
• Strong Industry Connect
• 100 Percent Placement Assistance
• Foreign Internship Opportunities
• Student Led Hospitality Events Promoting Entrepreneurial Spirit
• Vatel Alumni Connect
• Scholarship Based On NCHMCT- JEE & Sushant University’s Scholarship Test
• Trans Disciplinary Learning
• Mentorship Programme

Potential Career Opportunities
• Hospitality Chains & Resorts
• Retail Chains
• Cruise liners
• Entrepreneurial ventures
• Aviation
• Healthcare
• Customer Relations in banks & MNC’s
• Teaching

Entry Requirements
• Minimum age to apply – 18 Years
• Admission will be granted purely based on merit. The merit list will be prepared as given below:
• 70% Weightage to qualifying Examination (Aptitude test)
• 30% Weightage to Personal Interview

Pre-Requisites
Overall Aggregate of 50 % marks in 10+2 (any Stream) including English as a mandatory Subject.

Programmes Offered
Masters in Business Administration (MBA)
Hospitality Management
About the Programme:
The programme MBA in Hospitality Management combines General Management knowledge with specialized
concept-based training in Hotel Operations & Management across India and world over. Upon completion of the
program, students have the opportunity to enter the hotel industry, hospitality and service sector at managerial
positions, or may choose to explore the field of Entrepreneurship.
MBA in hospitality management allow students to undergo a specialisation in either of the two fields Catering
Management or Room Division Management.
The programme is inclusive of an Internship at Star commercial hotels or establishment to develop department
specific skills required to grow in specialized field of hospitality followed by a final dissertation submission, the
purpose of which is to condense the Conceptual Knowledge and skill gained during the MBA Programme and put
that to use in the real world hospitality Scenario addressing the problems, issues and suggesting ways to overcome
them.
MBA will be a Value addition in the qualification and training of the students and will make them competent Global
Manager.
The students are also guided through the elaborate process which will lead them in to the field of Entrepreneurship
through regular industry connect, mentoring sessions by leading start-up idealist and help them start their own
hospitality business ventures.

Key Information
Name of the programme – MBA (Hospitality Management)
Programme Code - VHTBSP001
Duration of the Programme – 2 Years (4 Semesters)
Total Credits - 121
Work Integrated Learning (Internships) – 22 Weeks
Mode of teaching - English
International languages taught - French

Highlights of the Programme
• General – MBA (Master in Business Administration) Degree
• Programme based on Extensive Industry & Educational Research
• Unique Interwoven Curriculum - Blend of Business Management & Hospitality Management
• Flexibility to choose from the two Specializations:
• Room Division Management
• Catering Management

• Operational, Leadership & Managerial Skills fostering high levels of Managerial Competence
• Skill building, Knowledge enhancement and networking workshops
• Special Scholarship Opportunity
• Excellent Multicultural Exposure
• International Internship Opportunities
• Exceptional Corporate Connect
• 360 Degree Placement Support
• Immersive Experiential learning in the form of Case Studies & Industry based Research Dissertation.
• Specially Curated Mock Interview Sessions and guidance
• Guest Sessions by leading Corporates
• 1:1 Mentorship by Industry Leaders

Potential Career Opportunities
• Entrepreneur
• Management trainee with leading Hospitality Chain
• Executive/Manager/Supervisory levels with
• Hotels & Resorts
• Tourism Development Corporations
• Retails
• Airlines
• Healthcare management
• Customer Care services

Entry Requirements
• Minimum age to apply – 18 Years
• Admission will be granted purely based on merit. The merit list will be prepared as given below:
• Aptitude Test
• GDPI (Group Discussion & Personal Interview)
• 70% Weightage to qualifying Examination
• 30% Weightage to Personal Interview

Pre-Requisites
An Accredited bachelor’s degree with a minimum percentage of 50 % or 5.0 CGPA (any Stream) including English as
a mandatory Subject. with min score of MAT-450/GMAT- 450/ CMAT - 100 or percentile in CAT/XAT - 65 / NMAT –
50 or Aptitude Test Conducted by Sushant University.

Programmes Offered
Post Graduate Diploma in Culinary Arts (PGDCA)
About the Programme:
Post Graduate Diploma in Culinary Arts is a One-year full time post graduate diploma in culinary being offered under
the Vatel Hotel & Tourism Business School at Sushant university in collaboration with Roseate Hotel and Resorts (as
Hospitality partner)
The programme is on a platform of Experiential learning with a unique one of its kind Study and Work Pedagogy.
The programme is a perfect blend of Institutional and Industry Teaching-Learning Integration & will produce
graduates with a refined skillset which will inspire them to fulfill their dreams as culinary artist with any upmarket
hospitality brand or will start up their own entrepreneurial venture.
Post Graduate Diploma in Culinary Arts (PGDCA) is a 1-year Integrated programme with a blend of class room
teaching and industry exposure. The Expected Outcome of the Post Graduate Diploma in Culinary Arts Programme
is foreseen that on completion of this program the students will be able to:
• Core competency in Gastronomy Arts - Produce Industry ready professional with desired Core Competencies
through imparting knowledge & Skills pertaining to gastronomy arts and aligned areas.
• Management & Soft Skills - Develop Culinary Professionals with sound management & Soft skills.
• Entrepreneurial Skills - Produce young budding entrepreneurs in the field of Gastronomy arts through academia
and industry led experiential learning modules.
• Ethical & Leadership Principles - Practice & Apply ethical & leadership principles in order to manage and run a
global Culinary Business

Key Information
Name of the programme – Post Graduate diploma in Culinary Arts - PGDCA
Programme Code - VHTBSP002
Duration of the Programme – 1 Year (2 Semesters)
Total Credits - 60
Work Integrated Learning – Practical Oriented Experiential Learning
Mode of teaching - English

Highlights of the Programme
• Post Graduate Diploma & Transcript of marks from Sushant University
• Certification of completion of the program jointly by Sushant University & Roseate Hotels & Resorts.
• Specially Designed for Culinary Enthusiasts & Budding Entrepreneurs in the field of Gastronomy
• Industry Immersion – Experiential learning at Partner hotel
• Live Culinary based projects & Events
• Entrepreneurial Incubation – Proposal Designing for Dream Culinary Project

• Imparting Ethical & Leadership Skills
• Emphasis on Soft Skills & Personality Enhancement
• Curated Courses in the form of
• Entrepreneurial Incubation
• Industry Immersion
• Hospitality Research Project
• Food Cost control and Menu Development
• World of Ingredients

Potential Career Opportunities
• Entrepreneur
• Kitchen Management Trainee with leading Hospitality Chain
• Executive/Supervisory level Positions in Culinary Department with
• Hotels & Resorts
• Fine Dining Restaurant chains
• Cruise Liners
• Airline Catering
• Healthcare Management
• Retail Chains

Entry Requirements
• Minimum age to apply – 20 Years
• Max Age – No Bar
• Admission will be granted purely based on merit. The merit list will be prepared as given below:
• GDPI (Group Discussion & Personal Interview)
• 70% Weightage to last qualifying Examination (Graduation)
• 30% Weightage to Group discussion & Personal Interview

Pre-Requisites
An Accredited Bachelor’s degree with a minimum percentage of 45 % or 4.5 CGPA (any Stream) including English as
a mandatory Subject.

CURRICULUM

The school boasts of enhanced and enriched Curriculum which covers a number of
overarching subject areas to which the hospitality educational elements are related.
The Curriculum offered at Vatel Hotel & Tourism Business School, Sushant University are in
sync with the NEP 2020 and imbibes the features of Choice Based Credit System as per the
UGC Guidelines. Each programme offered by the school comprises of Core courses,
Discipline Specific Electives, Generic Electives, Internships/Dissertation, Skill Enhancement
courses, Ability Enhancement Course & Courses based on self-learning/Community
Enrichment which enables a holistic development of the student.
The Perfect blend of these courses will ensure student centric contextual curriculum and
provide a 360-degree learning approach through experiential curricula and trans-disciplinary
opportunities.

The school also offers Online courses of Harvard Business School as a value addition to all the
students of school. These courses form a part of the programme structure and are
compulsory for all the students at no added cost. The students not only earn credits of these
courses as a part of the programme but are also exposed to real-world case-based learning
Platforms and get an opportunity to be taught by world class faculty.
What makes Courses offered by HBS Online unique? The courses are more than just a typical
sit back and listen online courses. These are based on the three characteristics Active, Social
& Case based, wherein the students are engaged and involved through case studies and
real-world business challenges. The students exchange ideas, offer inputs & viewpoints and
learn from each other experiences. The same is made possible through global peer
collaboration and networking.

Another star feature of the curriculum is Trans Disciplinary Certification Courses wherein the
students get an opportunity to do various Trans-Disciplinary courses ranging from a
minimum of 2 to 4 courses depending on the programme in which the students take up
courses offered by other schools to facilitate interdisciplinary & trans-disciplinary learning for
exposure and at the end of this multifaceted trans disciplinary research learning, a students
is awarded the certification in the selected course which is a great addition to his academic
portfolio. Earning this certification gives the students an edge during campus placements.
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International Faculty

PROF. DIPRA JHA
Professor - Hospitality Management

Dipra Jha is a scholarly Associate professor and Assistant Director of the School of Hospitality Business
Management at Washington State University in the United States. A global scholar and an award-winning
educator, he is recognized as a foremost expert in luxury hospitality and tourism strategy. Professor Jha is
a pioneer in using virtual exchange in hospitality education. A sought-after speaker and consultant he
frequently collaborate with industry, communities, and tourism entities in the United States and around
the world; including The Oberoi Center of Learning and Development in India.

MS. LINDA OECKNICKHAD
International Faculty – French Language

Ms. Linda Oecknickhad done her BA in South Asian Studies with special reference to India
And MA in Development Economics with special reference to India.She has over 13 years of experience of
managing projects between Germany and India in the following areas:
1. Support of German companies in India for the Wamser & Batra GmbH in New Delhi
2. EU-India Consulting as Official cooperation partner and representative of Anhalt University in India and
also Official cooperation partner of DEHOGA and HoGa, aiming at training young Indians in the hospitality
industry.

International Faculty

MS. EMELINE CAULET
Linguist – Professor of Eminence, French as a Foreign Language

Ms. Emeline Caulet is a seasoned professional and a professor of French Language. She had been
associated with ministry of foreign affairs, European union as professor of French, Alliance française de
Paris, France, Union Nationale Rurale d’Éducation et de Promotion and at present associated with
Manager Training and Doctoral Schools at Université de Versailles Saint-Quentin en Yvelines.

MS. PAMELA LANDREVILLE
Hospitality Consultant & Professor

PhD graduate in international business management with more than 10 years of professional experience in
the fields of tourism and hospitality all over the world. Multicultural leader and professor motivated by
excellence, she takes up the challenges to promote and develop the tourism industry in Africa.

Vatel India Faculty

Prof (Dr) Garima Parkash
Dean
VHTBS
Prof(Dr) Garima Parkash has Over 28 years of
diversified

experience
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management,
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employ grievances and disciplinary to hotel Food
Production and service Operations. Seasoned
Management

Executive

with

demonstrated

performance in different sectors ranging from
Food production, F&B service, Facility planning,
freelance consultancy to academics and corporate
training across national and international start-ups
to 5-star hotel chains.

Mr Laurent Guiraud
Director Vatel Programme
& Campus life
Mr Laurent Guiraud is a French restaurateur and an
International hospitality consultant. Born in Paris,
he belongs to a country where cuisine is an art and
hospitality is a culture. His career involves a rich
experience of owning and running restaurants
from the world-renowned and exclusive Michelin
star-rating in Pays Basque, France to gourmet
cuisine restaurants in New Delhi India.Mr Laurent
Guiraud is widely regarded in the industry and the
media

as

a

hospitality

entrepreneur

par

excellence. His knowledge and expertise of cuisine
and hospitality was put to the test in India, where
he continues to work and consult. He facilitates
the implementation of the Vatel’s curriculum
tested in over 31 schools including Paris, Lyon,
Brussels, Madrid, Bangkok, Vietnam and Morocco
to name a few.

Chef Sunil Kumar
Programme Director
Chef sunil kumar has completed his BHMCT from
BCIHMCT, New Delhi (Affiliated to I.P. University,
New Delhi) in 2006, followed by Master’s in
Hospitality

and

Tourism

Management

from

Ambedkar University, Agra, Sunil Kumar has had
hands-on experience in the Hotels and also of the
Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) Sector.He is
a qualified Chocolatier and a Baker & Confectioner
running a successful business in the field of
Chocolate

Making,

Sugar

Confectionery,

Innovations in the field of Baking and Training.
Sunil Kumar rendered his professional services as
an Assistant Professor at Banarsidas Chandiwala
Institute

of

Hotel

Management

Technology for 5 years teaching.

&

Catering

Mr Kulmohan Singh
Adjunct Faculty / Training &
Placement Coordinator /
Head Centre of study of
Foreign language
Mr Kulmohan singh has Honours in English from
Delhi University, Diploma holder from ITC’s Hotel
Management Institute and top rank holder in
French language from Alliance française de Delhi.
32 years’ operations and marketing experience in
ITC Hotels and service establishments and former
Vice Principal, ITC’s Welcomgroup School of Hotel
Administration,
Karnataka,

under

India.

Manipal

Specialist

University,
in

English

communication, soft skills and French language.
Widely travelled in the European, American, Gulf
and South-East Asian countries.
As part of social responsibility, conducted free
English language classes in a Government run
school and imparted free private tuitions to the
underprivileged students.

Chef Saurav Chhabra
Assistant Professor

Chef Saurav Chhabra is an Alumnus of IHM Gwalior,
a culinary Professional turned Educator, started his
Culinary Journey with Hotel Intercontinental The
Grand as a Kitchen Management Trainee. He
topped the Kitchen management programme and
got posted as kitchen executive with the same
hotel now formerly known as The lalit, New Delhi.
His Academic Career started in 2013 with The Lalit
Suri

Hospitality

Lecturer-Food

school,

Faridabad

production.

He

as

a

Sr.

specializes

in

International Cuisines & regional French cuisine.

Mr Saif Anjum
Assistant Professor

Mr.
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Holds
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Class

degree

in

post-graduation in Hotel Management, first class in
Post Graduate diploma in business administration
from

SCDL,

Pune

Management

from

management

&

and

graduate

Acharya

Sciences,

in

Hotel

Institute

Bangalore

of

under

Bangalore University, Karnataka.. He has worked &
get trained with most renowned hotels & restaurant
like The Leela, Bangalore, Olive Bar & Kitchen Pvt
Ltd, Bangalore. He also worked under the position
of Manager Operations at Masala Manger Pvt Ltd,
Bangalore which caters a clientele like Northern
Trust, LG, Deloitte before moving from the industry
to academics. Mr. Saif worked as a HOD of Cordia
Institute of Hotel Management at sanghol, Punjab.
Which is a venture of Lord Rana foundation trust
UK.

Ms Anshu Rawal
Assistant Professor
Ms Anshu Rawal is a hospitality educator, who
has completed her Master degree from one of the
prestigious institute in India, IHM Pusa, New Delhi
with

specialization

in

human

resource

management. Before joining Ansal University,
Gurugram, she has worked as assistant professor
at

lovely

professional

university,

Jalandhar,

Punjab. She has also worked with the Lalit Suri
Hospitality School, Faridabad.
An enthusiastic and perfectionist, who takes
keen interest in moulding student’s personality to
make them industry ready is her passion. She is a
graduate in Bachelors of hotel and hospitality
administration from Delhi Institute of hotel
management, Lajpat Nagar, New Delhi.
She

started

her

hospitality

career

as

an

operational trainee at The Imperial, New Delhi.
She has been associated with brands like ITDC
Hotels – Hotel Ashok. Hotel Samra, Jaypee
Hotels.

Ms Chandana Paul
Assistant Professor
Ms Chandana Paul is a post graduate in Tourism
and

Hospitality

Kamraj

Management

university

and

from

Madurai

completed

hotel

management from IHM Bhopal (National Council
of Hotel Management & Catering Technology).
She holds more than 11 years of diversified
experience in hotel industry and Academics. She
has a rich industry background working with The
Oberoi

Rajvilas,

The

Orchid

Mumbai

and

International exposure with The Kabira country
club, Kampala, East Africa. She is an enthusiastic
passionate Acamaedician who was associated
with some best hospitality schools like Le cordon
bleu school of hospitality G D Goenka university,
The hotel school New Delhi and Osmania
university. She is also an Empanelled Faculty of
Tata Institute of Social sciences Mumbai. She has
also contributed as External Examiner for certain
institutions.

Mr Deepak Thakur
Assistant Professor
An alumnus of IHMCT&AN, Bangalore with
29years of Industry and Academic experience in
Hospitality sector. Around 11years of qualitative
experience in hospitality education sector &
18years of diverse experience in hospitality
industry ranging from Cruise line industry. He has
worked as Asst Professor & HOD with School of
Hotel

Management

&

Tourism,

Lovely

Professional University, Phagwara & as Asst
Professor at Amity School of Hospitality, Amity
University, Noida. He is UGC NET qualified in
Tourism Administration And Management & has
completed Master of Hotel Management from
M.D University, Rohtak.He has more than 13years
of sound and significant experience in Cruise line
Industry in F&B Service department with Royal
Caribbean International (RCI), Miami, U.S.A. &
around 5years experience of working in reputed
five star hotels in India & Dubai and also
experience of working as Duty Officer with
Ambassador Sky Chef, New Delhi looking after
Lufthansa Airlines.

Events & Initiatives
Vatel Hotel & Tourism Business School believes in experiential learning as quoted by Benjamin franklin, “Tell me
I Forget; teach me I Learn; Involve me & I remember.” To fulfil this the school organises a lots of events &
activities where the students has a hands-on experience & Learn better. Here are some snippets of the events &
Online Webinar organised by the School.

Online Workshop on Bread Making - An online workshop on bread making was taken by Chef Sunil for the students
of Final Year of Vatel Hotel & Tourism Business School. The workshop focused on the various steps involved in the
bread making along with the faults in breads one may come across. More than 8 varieties of breads were
demonstrated in this hour long workshop.
All About Food Cost - A session was taken by Chef Saurav for the students of First year talking about the process of
calculating food cost. The topic, is an important part of the syllabus and a session focused only on this topic ensured
that the working for the student becomes a lot easier especially while they’ll be thinking of starting their own venture.
Current Scenario Of Hospitality During Covid - In order to take stock of the Covid situation from a different
perspective, it was strongly felt that we must listen to what the industry managers or the operators have to say. Ms
Shilpi Sharma, Manager Learning and Development The Westin, Gurgaon conducted an online session on how, given
the fact that the occupancies had come down to a bare single-digit, were they engaging their staff. Shilpi said they,
in order to further sharpen the abilities of their resources, were busy conducting training sessions for the managers
and staff and, in turn the managers of different departments were imparting training to their down-line staff. The EDX
and TYPSY programmes were being used.
Global Online Hospitality Conference In The Wake Of Covid 19 “Coping Mechanism Put In Place By The Hospitality
Industry” – In our attempt to make our discussion on COVID – 19 stand out as different from the usual programmes
similar to the ones that everybody gets to see these days, we made an attempt to put together in our forum a living
experience of more than 500 years. Veterans who have individually spent more than 4 decades each and who have
dealt with several ups and downs in this trade and successfully managed to overcome such emergencies were, in our
mind the worthiest resources to be able to put forth, on one hand, their personal assessment of the damage that this
pandemic has made, and on the other, to paint a clear picture depicting in its true shades and colors, as to how this
sector would emerge and change the way of its functioning post pandemic
NCCO: New Normal, Career, Challenges & Opportunities - A series of five webinars were organized with a focus on
the industry evolution. The profile of speakers varied from industry core experts to consultants to experts from the
field of Hospitals who gave their inputs and talked about the career opportunities available during the current
scenario. The speakers not only talked about the Hotels & Restaurants but gave an idea about the job opportunities
available in related sectors like marketing, hospitals, events etc.
Sommelier- A Way Of Life - Mr. Magandeep and Mr. Gagan from Wi-not group gave a golden opportunity to the
students of VHTBS to gain knowledge about the career as a sommelier. Who says wines in India are have no history
and are considered to be relatively new beverages which still need to catch on to the roots? Fact is that our ancestors
in India started partaking of wines almost 1000 years ago, in an era when none of the European countries even existed
or when the thought of making wine from grapes ever crossed their minds.
“Hospitality & Tourism Interface Week” Traveller’s Sentiments During Covid-19 Era - With a focus on the traveller’s
sentiments, their needs & demands, the school organised a series of webinars which provided an opportunity to
interact with the who’s who of the tourism sector. The week long series of webinars with a focus on Tourists of Today
was attended by more than 1000 participants who were excited and enthusiastic to know about the insights about
the evolving sentiments & expectations of the travellers.
Celebrity Chef Week @ Vatel India - Looking at the growing interest in F&B Production during the times of
pandemic, VHTBS organised a series of webinars which covered all the main aspects of the Culinary field. The invitees
included chefs from International platforms who talked about topics including the pre-requisites for opening a
restaurant, progressive cuisine, food styling, the practice of sustainability & strategies to survive the crisis.

Determining the role of each element while planning a restaurant, extent of progressive cuisine, evolving food styling
& plating techniques were few of the topics of discussion of the webinar series
Credit Courses @ Vatel India - Keeping in mind the excessive time at hand & the want to keep learning, VHTBS
organized three different Credit courses for the current students as well as the alumni during the Covid-19 period. The
students learnt about starting up their own F&B venture, setting up their Food van and also the right way to craft a
robust career progression. The sessions were taken by the faculty members of the school who

provided an

opportunity to the students to not only gain bookish knowledge but also to learn from the polished members of the
industry who shared their vast knowledge on the online platforms.
Capstone Programs @ Vatel India - looking at the growing enthusiasm amongst the students for the new batch, the
school organised a series of Capstone programs to provide them a taste of things to come in the future. The
programs ranged from F&B Production, F&B Service and French Language. The highly motivated students ensured
that they are a part of each program and gave their 100% which not only allowed them to expand their knowledge
but also kept them active during these times.
A Remarkable Day To Remember As Vatel India’s First Graduation Ceremony held on 27th Feb 2020 where Mr. Paul
d’Azémar, Director, International Networking Vatel, who is currently in India to conduct an audit, distributed the
certificates to the vatel class of 2015-18 and 2016-19 along with Honourable vice chancellor, Dr DNS Kumar , Prof (Dr)
Garima Parkash, Dean vatel Hotel & tourism business school, Mr Laurent Guiraud Director vatel Programme.Mr. Paul
d’Azémar addressed our enthusiastic vatel graduates with his motivational & encouraging words. Vatel Hotel &
Tourism Business school also hosted lunch for the AU leadership team during the visit of Mr. Paul d’Azémar.
Recognized for thinking out of the box and renowned highly for undertaking exceptional projects, the students of
Vatel Hotel and Business School, Ansal University, backed always by the support of the dean, professors and the
management, took a very unique step - that of marketing their HM Institute in a rather unconventional and a unique
way. IN keeping with the doctrine that says that the best way to win a man’s heart is through his appetite, the students
planned to invite a dozen-odd local food bloggers on February 7, 2020, - the ones who write enthusiastically about
their gastronomic experiences and are followed by a sizeable crowd. Universally recognized as ‘persuasive media
influencers’, the thought behind getting together the renowned bloggers was to re-inforce the overwhelming
popularity of the Continental – Mediterranean cuisine, which for this prestigious event, was entirely planned, prepared
and executed by the students of Vatel School.
Food Bloggers Meet - Recognized for thinking out of the box and renowned highly for undertaking exceptional
projects, the students of Vatel Hotel and Business School, Ansal University, backed always by the support of the dean,
professors and the management, took a very unique step - that of marketing their HM Institute in a rather
unconventional and a unique way. IN keeping with the doctrine that says that the best way to win a man’s heart is
through his appetite, the students planned to invite a dozen-odd local food bloggers on February 7, 2020, - the ones
who write enthusiastically about their gastronomic experiences and are followed by a sizeable crowd. Universally
recognized as ‘persuasive media influencers’, the thought behind getting together the renowned bloggers was to
re-inforce the overwhelming popularity of the Continental – Mediterranean cuisine, which for this prestigious event,
was entirely planned, prepared and executed by the students of Vatel School.

Industry Connect
Industry Speak

Ms. Sanjana Bhalla
Asst Training Manager
Crowne Plaza Today Gurgaon
Vatel India students always have a positive attitude towards
learning new things and we observed that each and every
student participates in every event with great performances.
They are always ready to learn new dimensions of hospitality
Industry with excellent training programme structured by their
industry representatives.

Ms. Jeetika Nanra
Human Recourses - Manager
Taj, Chandigarh
I would like to highlight the efficiency and the hard work that
has always been shown by Vatel students during their Internship
at our hotel. The students portray a great reflection of the
college.

INDUSTRIAL COLLABORATION

Roseate Hotels and Resorts

Pullman Hotels and Resorts
(New Delhi, Aerocity)

Courtyard Marriott

Crowne Plaza

(Gurugram Downtown)

An IHG Hotel (Today Gurugram)

Internships at Vatel India
VHTBS Offers a student the opportunity for career exploration and development, and to learn new skills by offering
different internships during the 4-year program. Continuous Exposure with the industry is the key strength of our
curriculum. School has made arrangement with various hotels in India and Abroad to provide opportunities for quality
training. Exposure to the industry at various levels of programme helps in making the student Industry Ready and
bridges the gap between the academia and the Industry to produce better professionals.
INTERNSHIP - ‘Just Like Footprints In Sand, Each Steps Signifies The Journey Taken’

BHM
1st Year
Nimes Internship
2nd Year
Industrial Training-I
3rd Year
Specialized Industrial
Training - II

MBA - HM

PGDCA

2nd Year

Work Integrated Learning

Specialized Internship

from Week 1 at
Roseate Hotels and Resorts

Key highlights of Internships at VHTBS:
Bachelors of Hotel Management (BHM)
First Year (International Hospitality Exposure)
‘Summer Internship: Spend The Summer Abroad’
4-6 weeks’ summer internship in Vatel Nimes France to expose the students Internationally and experience
international standards of service. Students have the opportunity to further develop their practical skills by joining the
summer school programs in Nimes France, they explore various departments in the Vatel Hotels and Restaurants and
strengthen their experience working in live conditions. Undergoing summer internship at the Vatel School at Nîmes is
a privilege that most of the students at Vatel India wish to apply for as, apart from getting valuable international
exposure, they get to obtain a certificate which is recognized the world over and carries tremendous value for
placements.

Second Year (Industrial Training)
22 weeks of training in five-star hotel nationally or internationally to understand the operations in the major core
departments of Hospitality (Food production, Food & beverage service, Housekeeping & front office). This training
helps them inculcate importance of Grooming & Communication in hospitality industry. Also this training familiarizes
them with the working of the core departments of the hotels.

Third Year (Specialization Training)
22 weeks of specialized training in their choice of department (Food & Beverage production or Room Divisions).
Specialized Internships are supervised, structured learning experiences in a professional setting that allow you to gain
valuable work experience in a student’s chosen field of study This training helps them enhance their skill in their
respective choice of department and expertise in particular field.

Master’s in Business Administration (MBA-HM)
Second Year (Specialization Training)
22 weeks of specialized training in their choice of department (Food & Beverage production or Room Divisions).
Specialized Internships are supervised, structured learning experiences in a professional setting that allow you to gain
valuable work experience in a student’s chosen field of study. The students are also required to submit their
dissertation on a particular Project at the end of Internship.

Post Graduate Diploma in Culinary Arts (PGDCA)
Industry Immersion
Post Graduate Diploma in Culinary Arts (PGDCA) is one of a kind Comprehensive Program of One Year encompassing
Practical & theoretical learning in the Campus and On the Job Training in the Industry. During the internship the
students learns the skill set and departmental administration in the form of professional practices. This internship not
only makes the student industry ready but also gives him an edge to be an entrepreneur. This industry immersion is a
focused and specially curated training that leads to a bright job prospects of these students and get them a notch
closer to be lucratively employable.

Our Internship Industry Partners

Earn While You Learn
Earn While you Learn is a special initiative taken by Vatel Hotel and Tourism Business school wherein the
students participate in Out door caterings and Events during the tenure of their programme to enforce
experiential learning and widely expose the students to different facets of hospitality events. For the same the
school has an association with HEM Kashyap associates a major event managemnt company in Delhi NCR
which specialises in high end events of national and international stature. Their expertise are not to plan and
conduct professional conferences, exhibitions and event organizers but also to the corporate and wedding
sector. Under their umbrella of events our students have been a part of such events in Udaipur, Muscat & Dubai.
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The Corporate Resource Centre at Sushant University serves as an interface between Vatel Hotel & Tourism
Business School and Industry through organizing campus placement drives for the students of VHTBS. The
school boasts of its campus preparedness activities which prepares the perspective hospitalities for the large
competitive world making them industry ready and also harness their communication skills and professional
development.
The same is being achieved through mock interviews, group discussion rounds and trade tests which helps in
student orientation and build confidence imbibing interview facing techniques in the students. The dedicated
corporate resource in coordination with placement In charge of the Vatel Hotel School plays an imperative role
in assisting students and counsel them by helping them to find their dream job. The Process Starts with the
campus drives initiatives by the CRC followed by shortlisting the Students and making them acquainted with
the job Description & Specifications based on the nature of Hospitality & Tourism Opportunity followed by
Competency Assessments by the Vatel Hotel School placement Head.

The Objective of having a dedicated Training and Placement In charge at the vatel hotel & Tourism Business
School is to ensure 100 % placement opportunities and assistance and achieve 100 % employment statistics
through special initiatives in the form of guest lectures, Session, Knowledge & Skill Enhancement sessions and
webinars which provides a platform for our hospitality students to acquire skills and competencies and keeps

them in line with the latest trends in hospitality. The CRC in collaboration with the Vatel Training & Placement
department works towards creating jobs and provide multiple opportunities in travel, luxury & retails units, High
end real Estates, Banking & Asset Management & assistance for Entrepreneurial startups & Ventures

The Institute boasts of an exquisite placement records through exceptional Industry Connect & one of its kind
Student mentorship programme which is not only confided to academics but also guides and mentors’
students in their choice-based career options.

VHTBS PLACEMENT PROCESS
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Alumni Speak
UPASNA ARORA
Batch-2017-20
(OCLD) Management Trainee – Oberoi Group

Vatel has taught me the in and out of the hospitality industry and has encouraged me to discover myself,
to be confident and an accomplished professional in the hospitality industry.

KRIPESH KARAKOTI
Batch-2015-18
Entrepreneur

Ansal University gave me the opportunity of International Internship under the Marco Polo Program, and
I went to Switzerland to study for one full year! Ansal truly takes care of its students, giving them every
opportunity imaginable and giving them an experience they will cherish for their lives.

SAGAR CHARLES
Batch-2015-18
Front Office Executive
Pullman Hotel Aerocity, New Delhi

Vatel Hotel and Tourism Business School has refined me as a person, polished me and I have been able
to hone my skills. The institute has made me one of the most efficient and effective performers into the
hospitality industry

ADAM PAUL
Batch-2017-20
Entrepreneur

I am proud to be a student of Ansal University. During the three years at college I have learnt to be
courageous and have tried to be nothing but the best. I have gained valuable skills & knowledge as a
result of which I was able to become an Entrepreneur which was my dream.

HARSHITA SALONE
Batch-2016-19
Entrepreneur

It was a great experience. I wouldn't have wanting anything different. All my teachers have been really
good. They have motivating attitude, help us to enjoy learning and always encourage us for the
challenges.

ABHISHEK CHAUDHARY
Batch-2016-19
Management Associate
Radisson Hotel Group

I have learnt at Vatel India to be confident as confidence is the key to success being a budding hotelier,
speak effectively and think efficiently!. And always aligned towards valuable guest experience.

Achievements

APURVA DUBEY
Winning Recipe for the California Walnuts MasterChef Challenge 2020
Our student Apurva Dubey of BHM program was declared the winner of California Walnut Masterchef Challenge
organized by California Walnuts. The competition during the lockdown was focused on giving opportunity to the
students to share their innovative recipe which was based on California Walnuts. The winning recipe shared by
Apurva was appreciated by all the judges and was even prepared live during the show by Celebrity chef
Sabyasachi Gorai. The student received a certificate of achievement along with an impressive knife kit which was
delivered to her resident which acted as a major source of motivation during the times of lockdown.

ARSALAN NAWAZ

CHANDAN

Arsalan Nawaz & Chandan of 2016-2019 BHM Batch students secured 1st position in the culinary competition named
“Russia & The Nuit Blanche 2016 organised by Gateway Institute of Hotel & Tourism management institute.

Arsalan Nawaz also secured 1st position in Asia 7 ‘A Wok to Remember’, Annual event of the Gateway Institute of
hotel & tourism management institute.

Achievements

CHEF SUNIL KUMAR

Winner of Master Trainer Food Production during 2nd All India Chef Choice Fair Awards 2020
Chef Sunil Kumar, Program Director-VHTBS won the award for Master Trainer Food Production during 2nd All India
Chef Choice Fair Awards organized by the WCCF during the month of November. More than 800 nominations were
received for 60+ categories by the forum. The winners were decided based on their achievements during the last 1
year and their contribution in the promotion of the Hospitality Industry. The event was attended by the Top
members of Indian Culinary Forum, Chef Saby and Celebrity Chefs from all over the country. The event was
streamed live on social media platforms and was greatly appreciated by various members of the Chef’s Fraternity.

KRIPESH

Kripesh of 2015-2018 BHM Batch student secured 1st position in ASH – LOGIN, Master Chef Competition 2016
organised by Amity University Noida.

DIGITAL PRESENCE OF THE SCHOOL

Podcast for Spotify
https://open.spotify.com/show/1p41GrdHc22Q4RkDPQFrAx?si=OkDgSkSlTJGp3JImqH56JA&utm_source=whatsapp

Blog
Vatelblog@sushantuniversity.edu.in

Youtube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4YPFEod0-yP2ndPyfHJVpg

Instagram Profile
https://www.instagram.com/vatel.india/

Facebook Page
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100010074876093

Website Landing Page
https://sushantuniversity.edu.in/vatel-hotel-and-tourism-business-school
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